
PMG. Proven Digital Transformation.

Systems Integration

Access Provisioning

IT Process Automation

Integrated Automation

Employee Self-Service

Process Orchestration

No-Code Integrations
Infrastructure Management

HR Case Management

API Builder
Onboarding

PMG’s low-code software platform orchestrates 
people, systems and data with integrated automation.



 Sample Case Management Dashboard for Customer Engagement

Sample Project Profile Dashboard for Website Management

For 15 years, PMG’s customers have achieved 70%-80% time reductions across 

a wide variety of IT and business processes, using more configuration and less 

code. 

PMG is unique in the combination of benefits we bring to customers. We are, 

quite simply, better and faster. The PMG platform is architected for agility. And 

PMG partners with our customers, committing the entire organization to our 

customers’ success. 

With deployments across a diverse customer base including three of the Fortune 

10 and many other global enterprises, PMG has a 95% customer retention rate. 

Choosing the right partner is about experience and commitment as well as 

technology, and PMG offers all three.

PMG is the Low-Code Platform That Gets Problem-Solving 
for Business Just Right

PMG is an outstanding partner for 

innovating with me as a client... 

The PMG relationship has become 

my most important business 

partnership.

— HEALTHCARE VP (VERIFIED REVIEWER) ON 
 GARTNER PEER INSIGHTS

PMG Digital Platform is the market 

leader in business process and low-

code platforms.

— VALIDATED REVIEWER ON 
 G2 CROWD



What Makes PMG Different?

PMG is an excellent business 

partner-- they stay with you every 

step of the way!

— VALIDATED REVIEWER ON 
 G2 CROWD

Great experience with PMG.

— VALIDATED REVIEWER ON 
 G2 CROWD

Better. Faster.

Many clients turn to PMG after trying unsuccessfully to deliver complex 

solutions using other vendors. PMG implementations don’t require the extensive 

timeframes and multi-year budget allocations that other large scale platforms do. 

Yet you don’t have to alter your unique business processes or dumb down your 

requirements to fit a simplistic low-code app development platform that won’t 

handle complexity or scale.

Architected for Agility.

PMG is architected for quick wins, delivering powerful and sustainable solutions 

through configuration rather than coding. Solutions on the platform are built-to-

change – easy to update and deploy iteratively for enhancements or changes. 

Configuration capabilities throughout the platform mean that whatever you 

build remains upgrade safe, unlike custom-built applications or even customized 

off-the-shelf software.

Committed Partnership.

PMG’s customers are advocates because they are confident that PMG will be with 

them every step of the way to ensure that their projects succeed. PMG helps tailor 

each implementation to fit the customer’s budget and schedule whether relying 

on an internal team, PMG’s experts or a hybrid approach. Ongoing support and an 

open dialogue with PMG’s Product Team ensures a dynamic feedback loop with 

customers.
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Workflows

PMG’s workflow engine orchestrates and executes business process activities 

with enterprise-class functionality and scalability. The Workflow Designer allows 

users to build workflows without code and then run them from anywhere within 

the platform or publish them as APIs. 

Integrations

PMG offers codeless integrations through its prepackaged connector kits and 

generic connector actions. PMG integrates with any external system that has an 

API, and PMG APIs can be created and published easily without coding.

Dashboards

Interactive dashboards provide information summaries as well as an interface for 

working tasks and assignments. In PMG, charts and graphical views are created 

with the click of a button and can pull from external data sources to display real-

time data from multiple sources in a user-friendly aggregate view.

Reporting

To analyze and display data, PMG offers custom report creation as well as out-

of-the-box reports. Easy configuration of reports allows users to create the 

personalized views they need, and reporting is not limited to activities and data 

stored within the platform. 

Application Portal

A web-based front-end delivers an intuitive, satisfying user experience that can 

be accessed from anywhere and on any device. PMG’s App Designer enables you 

to configure portal pages by dragging and dropping widgets onto a selected 

page layout.

Forms

PMG forms render and process data in real-time to guide users through data 

interactions while collecting required information. In PMG, rich forms are built 

using a drag and drop interface and configurable form element properties, 

including logic and integrations with external data sources.

Excellent platform with lots of 

capabilities.

—VALIDATED REVIEWER ON 
 G2 CROWD

The PMG platform is delivering 

excellent ROI for our projects.

—VALIDATED REVIEWER ON 
 G2 CROWD

PMG will help you innovate. 

—CHRIS H. (VALIDATED REVIEWER) ON 
 G2 CROWD

Easy to get started quickly, lots of 

advanced functionality.

—VERIFIED REVIEWER ON 
 GARTNER PEER INSIGHTS

PMG’s powerful, versatile, and easy 

to implement platform creates 

value.

—VERIFIED REVIEWER ON 
 GARTNER PEER INSIGHTS

The PMG Platform


